
ICA'S VIRTUAL
SUMMER CAMP

Week 4

In our fourth week of summer camp we had a bit of a
smaller week. Although we had smaller competitions
overall, the campers still made every category a close
battle! Here are some highlights from Week 4 of ICA

summer!
 



For our morning lesson sessions we had just two groups this
week! In each lesson group we had our coaches nominate
their best student of the week based on a combination of

participation, understanding, behavior, and chess skills! Here
are the winners from our fourth week!

 
In Coach Chris's group, Niko was
nominated as the student of the
week! This group included some
pretty high-rated students! A
huge congratulations to Niko for
topping a very difficult group!
Well done!

In Coach Sean's group, Mia, who
was making her first appearance
of the summer, earned herself
Sean's best student award! Also
participating in the afternoon
activities, Mia displayed her
passion for chess and also her
skills! Congratulations Mia!



Kicking off the afternoon our campers were challenged with
various tactical warmups to prepare them for their

tournament matches. Students competed for points based
on accuracy and calculating skills. 

 
This week our top tactical group had
just two campers, Mark and Geoffrey.
Mark got off to a strong start in the
early stages of the week's competition
and never relinquished his hold.
Although Geoffrey was able to tie
Mark's points on the very last day,
Mark's lead that he built up throughout
the week landed him a solid first place
finish!

In our second group, we had a much
closer race. With four students
competing, Alex and Lucas were the
top scorers throughout the entire
week. In a very narrow race for first
place, Alex edged ahead of Lucas by a
very small margin each day. In the
end, Alex won the competition by just
2.5 points! Congratulations Alex!



After the tactical warm-up, campers competed in
tournament matches. We had two different sections based

on skill level. 
 

In our top group, Mark and Geoffrey, our
highest rated players, competed in a week-
long match. Each day they played each
other with both colors. As they were fairly
equal in skill level, every day brought
something different! Geoffrey got off to a
very strong start on the first day with a 2-0
lead over Mark. The second day ended in a
tied match. The third day went once again
to Geoffrey. By the time the tournament
reached its conclusion Geoffrey was the
clear winner and takes the prize for section
1! Well done, Geoffrey!

In Section 2, the competition came down
to the very last day. Alex and Mia were
very close in scores heading into the last
round. Paired up against each other, Mia
needed to win the match to take the
tournament victory. Although both
players played impressively, the match
ended in a tied score. This left Alex ahead
of Mia by just half a point and earned him
the section win!



After our tournaments campers were offered many choices
of activities. These included art, math, mind games, simul,

analysis, and more! Each group's coach also nominated their
best participant. Our prizewinners are as follows!

 

In our Mind Games group, we had a
new winner for the week! Although
previous winners like Mark were
present, Lucas was the one whose
solutions were most impressive this
week! Well done, Lucas!

In this week of camp, the Mind Games and Math classes were the
points of interest! Although Art and Chess activities were available, the
campers enjoyed the challenge of problem solving in both Math and
Mind Games. 

On our special Friday Blitz tournament, the two sections merged and
played one big event. The campers were given much less time on the
clocks to make their decisions. As this always leads to action-packed
games, the winners are never clear. In this week's blitz event, Alex won
the section decisively with an impressive 5/6 points! The only player
able to take a point away from him was Geoffrey in the final rounds.
Congratulations once again to Alex!



In our Math group, it comes as no
surprise that logic and reasoning are
at the forefront of math skills as well.
Lucas once again put his skills on
display and was the winner of the
math group as well! Very impressive
Lucas!

Finally for our final prize. The coaches award. Each week the coaches
monitor all the campers and keep a close watch on who is putting forth
exemplary qualities. Our coaches award for this week goes to Felicity.
Throughout the entire week, Felicity had a tough time against her
opponents in tournament matches. Despite being the lowest rated
player, she never gave up a game easily without fighting hard to win.
Even when playing against her brother she never gave up on a game!
This week she also was one of the few students to try every activity! She
was always eager to try and learn new things and put her full effort and
attention into whatever she was attacking. Congratulations Felicity!


